**UMR Engines**

07- 32991118  07- 32080017
7 MOSS ST. SLACKS CREEK QLD
www.engineproblem.com.au

---

**ABRASIVE GLASS BLASTING**

**MEDIA AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE**

*NOT $65 A BAG*  
*NOT $55 A BAG*  
*NOT $45 A BAG*  
*NOT $35 A BAG*  
*NOT $25 A BAG*  

**ONLY $15+gst**

**CUT YOUR COSTS BY UP TO 70%**

*(minimum 5 bag purchase)*

---

You spend money on oil for one simple reason: to keep your engine operating at full efficiency. But most traditionally solvent refined oils don’t deliver optimum performance – because they oxidize faster. Synthetics may be too expensive. By combining 100% Conoco hydrocracked base oil with the finest additives, Conoco has produced an exceptional line of motor oils that approach the performance of synthetics at a cost more competitive with conventional products.

- synthetic like performance
- ½ the cost
- chemically clean
- high performance oil
- 1005 premium hydrocracked base oil
- better cold start wear protection
- superior wear protection for naturally aspirated, turbo charged and supercharged engines “special price”.

5w-30 $30.00 + GST  
10w-40 $30.00 + GST  
15w-40 Power Diesel $32.50 + GST per 5ltr. Pack

---

**BORING BAR FOR SALE**

*VERECO / SLEDEM.*  
*COMPUTERISED OR MANUAL OPERATION.*  
*SELF CENTERING.*  
*COST APROX. $160,000.*  
*LESS THAN 200 HRS WORK.*  
*BORING RANGE 52MM-320MM.*  
*BORING DEPTH 700MM.*  
*4 KW.SPINDLE MOTOR.*  
*LENGTH- 3.710M.*  
*WIDTH- 1.660M.*  
*HEIGHT- 2.930M.*

VERECO (SLEDEM) CNC BORING BAR: Fully computerised for cylinder boring operations, boring range 52-320mm, table surface 1500-500mm, complete with tools and milling head, could be converted as manual operation, as new condition, estimated replacement cost $160000.00.

This vertical boring machine will handle the largest automotive blocks and is surplus to our needs.

**One only at $35,000...be quick**

---

**UMR Engines can supply:**

*Exchange cylinder heads.*  
*Engine reconditioning.*  
*Electronic injector service.*  
*Form 6 LPG inspection.*  
*Engine modifications.*  
*chassis dyno tuning all at 10% OFF*  

**DOES NOT APPLY TO SPECIALS OR SALES**